
JUST PAWS TRAINING “Clicker training” 
 

Does your puppy or dog know their basic commands?  (i.e.) Name, Sit, Stand, Down, Watch, Come-Here, Heel 
Can you get their attention without using a treat, lure or bribe? 
Using a clicker can help you communicate with your dog so you do know have to continuously repeat the command. 
The clicker introduces a new communication between you & your dog. 
 

What is a clicker? Why do we use them?  
Clicker training focuses on building behavior, not stopping behavior.  
The clicker is an event marker; it tells the dog exactly what behavior is "good."  
Your job is to "reinforce" the message with a click and treat. This is the beginning of shaping your dogs behavior.  
Using this method, a dog can be trained to do virtually anything that it is physically capable of doing.  
 

Let’s get started 
Your pup begins to do something you want and like, you instantly signal your approval (this is your clicker).  
Click while the behavior is happening then quickly reward with a treat  
(A small taste of something special) 
The pup misbehaves.  
No click.  
No reward.  
Wait for the behavior you like or cue them (a hand signal or body jester is a cue)  
 

An example  
Teach your pup to go lay down on his/her bed 
Picking a safe location you can direct your pup to  

• Using their a mat or bed  
• Touch the spot with your hand and say ‘spot’ 

When your dog moves onto this spot click & treat 
Call them back to you & repeat 3-4 times 

• Next, point and verbally cue ‘spot’, wait until they move towards the spot and as soon as they touch the spot click & 
treat 

• Each time you ask your pup to go to their spot, click & treat when they arrive on the spot.  
• Continue doing this until all you have to do is point to the area and they go right to their spot and until you can 

verbally cue them to go to their spot (no hand signal) always use your clicker until you got 100% reliability. 
 

How dogs view things 
Dogs see things in black & white and or good & bad experinces. 
Reward when your pup when they are doing something you approve or like. 
No reward for unwanted behavior. 
 

If you are out on a walk and your pup begins to act rambunctious when they see another dog or new people, turn and walk 
back away from distraction until your dog is calm. 
When they begin to show calm behavior and are under control (click & treat), turn back and continue the walk. 
Click only on the calm behavior and eye contact. 
 

If you are in your house and your dog begins to bark at you and or act inappropriately, give one command  
(i.e.) ‘that’s enough’ walk out of the room disengaging the unwanted behavior. Return to the room once your dog has 
calmed down (click and treat calm behavior).   
If they start up again, ‘that’s enough’ and walk out o the room repeat as needed. 
 

Enjoy using the clicker & turn it into a game; use it for trick (High-five or Shake). When your dog checks in with your in your 
house, click and reward to help build good behavior so you can take it outdoors. 
 

Remember; you don’t use the clicker to call your pup to you, you use a command and when they come to you then you 
click and treat. 
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